Dodge stealth green

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Honest disclosure of auto
mechanical condition to aide the consumer in making a fair purchase decision. But pleasant
email exchange. The guy lied through his teeth about the quality of the car I inquired about.
Drove 30 miles to look at this vehicle in "excellent condition. Ripped upholstery in back. Rust
under hood. Missing fasteners under hood. Melting dashboard. Says "Excellent Condition" in
add, but it's only "Fair. Joe was very responsive and unfortunately I need to make my way to PA
if the car still available. Drove from Philadelphia pa to purchase vehicle was told he didn't
except debt cards yet I saw another customer use his for a purchase.. I was to be charged an
internet fee along with from what I was told the highest in taxes to be paid range.. He didn't want
to sell me the vehicle he wanted to rip me off.. The dealership was great to work with! They did
not waste our time were upfront from the beginning. They got us in and out! This was by far the
easiest and fastest vehicle I have ever purchased! The response was timely. The only fault is the
fault of most dealers. That being the failure to give customers an "Out the door price". You
would think in these times businesses would be more open to people walking thru the door with
a hand full of cash, but that doesn't seem to be the case. Its always a song and dance. Ken was
very helpful. He's also helped us through the process for three other cars in our immediate
family. Good person! Excellent experience working with Ken at Wentzville Motors! He listened
to what I wanted and helped me to get in the perfect car for me at a great price. The process was
professional, honest, and fast! Going through this experience for the first time, Ken was great at
helping me through and explaining all the paperwork. Will absolutely be coming here in the
future and recommend Wentzville Motors for anyone looking to purchase a vehicle. Adam is
great got right back to me. Gave me a great price offered to pay for shipping. Very easy to work
with. Vey nice and straightforward but they seemed unwilling to negotiate after I made a typo
mistake in offer. Made correction and they were good to deal with, upfront and firm about their
price point. There are very helpful with giving me a price and conditions and I may still buy the
vehicle if it's available when I'm ready. I found a Subaru Outback last week on CarGurus. I
contacted the dealer and met Mike for a test drive. Very nice a professional. Price was
reasonable. My buying experience was very good. I also learned the best way to wax my car
from Brian the owner. Salesperson Kelly was great! The vehicle price was too high, it had some
steering and telescoping gas pedal issues and paint job was ok but it drove well. Entire
experience was enjoyable and stress free. Bad business at this place I told them what they
could do with there car. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Dodge Stealth for Sale Nationwide.
All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge
Stealth listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Private Seller: Marc. Union, KY
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? Dodge dealers in
Atlanta GA. Dodge dealers in Chicago IL. Dodge dealers in Dallas TX. Dodge dealers in Houston
TX. Dodge dealers in Los Angeles CA. Dodge dealers in Miami FL. Dodge dealers in New York
NY. Dodge dealers in Philadelphia PA. Dodge dealers in Washington DC. As a collaborative
effort between Chrysler and Mitsubishi Motors , Chrysler was responsible for the Stealth's
exterior styling. They resurrected the GTO name, and the car went on to serve as Mitsubishi's
flagship for the remainder of the decade. Despite the cachet of the badge at home, it was
marketed as the Mitsubishi GT and as the Dodge Stealth outside Japan; the company was
concerned that connoisseurs would object to the evocative nameplate from the highly regarded
Ferrari GTO and Pontiac GTO being used on a Japanese vehicle. Each was built on the same
production line at Mitsubishi's plant in Nagoya , Japan. A prototype of the Dodge Viper was
substituted in place of it. The Dodge Stealth featured a signature cross-hair front bumper fascia
and crescent-shaped rear spoiler â€” and did not include active aerodynamics. In the engine
went to a 4 bolt main and a forged crankshaft, some of the early models in still received the cast
crank present in the first years. The base model Stealth was the only model to feature crank
windows, without the sunroof it weighted at pounds or kg. Automatic climate control was
standard on all turbo models. The Stealth turbo weights pounds compared to the pounds of the
VR The non turbo gt with sunroof weights pounds and without the sunroof. Magazines from the
era praised its brutal acceleration and AWD grip. The transmissions in japanese models NA
models had different gear ratios and a different part number. While power output is no higher

than contemporary market models, these have lower discharge temperatures to better handle
the prolonged high speeds possible on the German Autobahn , along with an upgraded
transmission. All were painted Lamborghini yellow and were equipped with a Remus sports
exhaust, OZ Futura rims, a numbered plate signed by Beckenbauer, and a C-net mobile phone
system. Only 30 were made, sold through Facelift models were internally designated Z15A 2WS
and Z16A 4WS and featured a revised front bumper to accommodate projector beam headlights
and small, round projector fog lights. They were unveiled in August in Japan and gradually
made their way to other markets as the earlier cars sold out. Some markets didn't get these
models until , such as the UK. The interior was redesigned with dual air bags, a new audio
system, and revised air conditioning refrigerant. With subsequent price increases, features were
discontinued: the tunable exhaust was phased out after model year, the ECS after model year,
and the active aerodynamics disappeared after This was also when Chrysler ceased sales of the
Dodge Stealth captive import, and for the remainder of its life only Mitsubishi-badged versions
were available. In , Mitsubishi's GT Spyder was available in four color combinations: red with
grey leather interior, black with ivory leather interior, white pearl with grey, and martinique
yellow with ivory leather interior. In the GT Spyder was available in red with tan interior, black
pearl with tan leather, white pearl with tan leather interior, and green pearl with tan leather. SL
Spyders were only available with an automatic transmission while the VR4 Spyder was only
available with a 6-speed manual. Chassis numbers for the MR start with Z15A. This allowed the
MR edition to reach a weight of pounds. The redesign of the second generation GT was well
received, especially the loss of pop up headlights and smoother hood. As the years went on, the
Tuneable Exhaust System was phased out in and the Active Aero was phased out in The new
6-speed was geared well and paired with the extra horsepower and torque allowed the car to
out-accelerate its rivals from a standing start. A notable change was the brake redesign, facelift
models received 2 pot rear calipers and larger front brakes that showed no sign of fading under
heavy use unlike the early models. Braking distances remained similar. These changes made all
models lighter, the vr-4 was now pounds and the sl pounds. The SOHC engine, previously only
available in the base model Stealth, was added to the Mitsubishi range after the Dodge version
was discontinued. Slower sales in the American sports car market led to a planned facelift for
being abandoned in favor of minor cosmetic adjustments, including a new front bumper and
rainbow shaped arched type wing. The gt's featuring the single cam engine had a weight of
pounds, noted that they were not offered with the sunroof and leather seats. In , the car received
another exterior makeover, including a new aggressive front bumper, headlamps, turn signals,
sail panels, and a true inverted airfoil spoiler coined the "Combat Wing" for the VR-4 to
distinguish it from previous models. The non turbo models kept the arched style spoiler. With
sales slowing to a trickle and new side impact regulations looming, production for the Japanese
domestic market finally ceased in The Mitsubishis lacked the "twin turbo" writing on the faux
windows. The Dodges had different bumpers than the turbo cars. Otherwise the non-turbo cars
looked cosmetically like the turbo cars. These cars were front wheel drive and lacked four-wheel
steering and active aero. They came with a 5 speed manual F5M33 or with automatic
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